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ABSTRACT 

We find that a sufticiently large perpendicular magnetic field (BJ causes magnetic 
breakdown (MB) in coupled double quantum wells (QWs) that are subject to an in-plane 
magnetic field (B,,). B,, shifts one QW dispersion curve with respect to that of the other 
QW, resulting in an anticrossing and an energy gap. When the gap is below the Fermi 
level the resulting Fermi surEace (FS) consists of two components, a lens-shaped inner 
orbit and an hour-glass shaped outer orbit. B,  causes Landau level formation and 
Shubnikov-de Haas (SdI-J.) oscillations for each component of the FS. MB occurs when 
the magnetic forces from BI become dominant and the electrons move on freeelectron 
circular orbits rather than on the lens and how-glass orbits. M B  is observed by 
identifying the peaks present in the Fourier power spectrum of the longitudinal resistance 
vs. 1/B, at constant B,,, an arrangement achieved with an in-situ tilting sample holder. 
Results are presented for two strongly coupled GaAs/AlGaAs DQW samples. 

The main effect of a magnetic field (B,,) applied parallel to the growth plane of a DQW 
is a linear transverse shift of one QW dispersion curve with respect to that of the other 
QW. The amount of shift is given by Ak = edB,JA where d is the distance between the two 
electron layers. When the coupling between the QWs is strong, the two QW dispersion 
curves anticross and a partial energy gap (EG) opens,' where EG =: ASAS, the symmetric- 
antisymmetric gap observed in DQWs with equal electron densities at B = 0 T. The partial 
energy gap can be moved upward in energy by increasing B,,. Features are observed in the 
in-plane conductance as the energy gap is moved through the Fermi energy (EF).2 At low 
BII, when the energy gap is below EF, the resulting Fermi surface (FS) has two 
components; an inner lens-shaped orbit and an outer hour-glass-shaped one. This FS is 
shown in the inset of Fig. l(a) for a DQW with unequal electron densities. A 
perpendicular magnetic field (BJ causes Landau level formation and Shubnikov-de Haas 
(SdH) oscillations for each branch of the FS. At higher B,, magnetic breakdown occurs 
when B ,  causes electrons to tunnel across the gap in k-space from one FS branch to 
a n ~ t h e r . ~ ' ~  

Here we report magnetotransport measurements on DQWs subject to constant B,, and 
changing B,. B,, defiies the FS and B ,  allows its characterization through the SdH 
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TABLE I. Sample parameters. 

A 1501 15 1.9 1.1 310 2.3 
B 139 128 2.1 2.4 740 1.5 

oscillations. In this way the areas of the different components of the FS can be extracted. 
At higher values of B,, magnetic breakdown is seen to occur for a wide range of B,,. 

We measured two samples that consisted of symmetric modulation-doped GaAs QWs 
of width w separated by an AlO.,Ga,As barrier of thickness t. Table I lists the values of 
w and t along with the densities (nbP and nbottom) in each QW, the sample mobility, and 
ASAS. Sample A is a 0.2 mm wide Hall bar and Sample B is a Van der Pauw square 3 mm 
on a side. Standard four-terminal lock-in measurements were performed at T = 0.3 K. To 
achieve constant B,, with changing B ,  in a total magnetic field B,, a series of several 
hundred B,-sweeps is done with the sample mounted at different angles 8 from 
perpendicular with in situ rotation possible. A schematic of the sample and the magnetic 
field components are shown in the inset to Fig l(c). The angle is held constant during a 
sweep and changed between sweeps at a rate sufficiently slow that the sample temperature 
remains below 1 K. 0 is determined 
using two Hall probes; one measures 
B,, while the other is mounted on the 
tilting stage to measure B, only. After 1 

the scans are finished, a trace of R, as a 
function of B ,  at constant B,, is then 
extracted from the data. 

Three such traces are shown in Fig. 
1. The magnetoresistance shows SdH - 8 

oscillations with beating due to multiple 
orbits taking part in the transport. The 
orbits producing the SdH oscillations 
can be identified using the fact that the 
frequency of 'oscillation in lIB, is 8 

proportional to the orbit's area in k- % 
space. At low B,, the Sample A trace IT 

for B,, = 5.0 T (Fig. l(a)) shows single- 
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the lens orbit. At intermediate B,, BI (7 
higher frequency oscillations from the Fig. 1. Magnetoresistance as a function of BL. The 

schematicdrawing of the sample showing the QWs and 
these oscillations, while at higher B,, &e orientation of the magnetic field. 

hour-glass orbit are superimposed on insets show the ~ ~ s ~ n d i n g  Fermi surfaces and a 



oscillations are more difficult to identify 
visually. In Fig. l(b) and (c), the 
frequency components are difficult to .- 3 

To identify the frequency components 4 a present, the Fourier power spectrum of R,  y 
as a function of 1/B, is computed using a 
fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm 2 
with 23, in the range 0.1 - 1.2 T. Fig. 2 .E 
shows the Fourier power spectra for the 9 
three scans in Fig. 1. In all three data sets 

h 

S identify visually at all BII. 3 

3 

lo Sample A; B II = 5.0 T 

QLUM"O 5x 0 Sample B; B lI = 4.5 T ai 1 
we can identify several peaks 
corresponding to different FS orbits: a low 
frequency peak from the lens orbit, a high 
frequency peak from the hour-glass orbit, 
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and two intermediate frequency peaks from Fig. 2. Rwier Power Spec- Of R, VS. ~ / B L  for 
the traces of Fig. 1. The peaks are labeled with 

the Qw '"le Orbits. The presence Of the sketches of their corresponding orbits. The presence 
circle orbits indicates that magnetic of the circle orbits indicates that magnetic breakdown 
breakdown is occurring because the ismcurring. 
electrons must tunnel across the gap in k-space to traverse the circle orbits. The 
probability of tunneling is given by P = exp(-B,"/B,) where B," is the breakdown 

An experimental determination of B," is desired for comparison with theory, however, 
B," is difficult to quantify in this experiment. When BL = B:, significant MB is occurring 
and the circle orbits are making major contributions to the SdH oscillations. However, 
this point is difficult to identify in the data for two reasons. First, a visual determination of 
B," from the R, data is not possible because the circle orbit oscillations cannot be 
identified by the naked eye. Second, a determination of B,' might be made by measuring 
the Fourier power over small windows of B,, shifting the center of the window to 
increasingly higher B, values for each spectrum. We were unable to use this method 
reliably because the resolution of the Fourier spectrum was greatly reduced with small B, 
windows, which included only a couple of oscillations from each orbit. However, a 
rough estimate of B," is possible for Sample A at B ,I = 5.0 T. In Fig. l(a) at low B,, only 
a single frequency oscillation is present below B, = 0.3 T, indicating MB has not yet 
occurred, while from Fig. 2(a), we see that MB is occurring before B, = 1.2 T, the upper 
limit of the FFT. Thus B," is in the range = 0.3 - 1.2 T. This gives order of magnitude 
agreement with Hu et. al.'s results2 which predict B," = 0.5 T for this sample. However, 
a more precise determination of B/ is needed for meaningful comparison with theory. 

The Fourier frequencies of the various orbits of Sample B are shown in Fig. 3 as a 
function of B,,. As expected, the size of the lens orbit decreases and size of the hour-glass 
orbit increases with increasing B,,, while the two QW circle orbits are relatively unaffected 
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Fig. 3. Plot of the Fourier frequencies of 
the FS orbits vs. BII for Sample B. The 
symbols are the measured fresuencies. 
The dashed lines are the measured B,, = 0 T 
circle orbit frequencies and the solid lines 
are the geometrically calculated frequencies 
for the lens and hour-glass orbits. 
Sketches of the Fermi surfaces for 

by B,,. The circle orbits indicate that MB is occurring 
over a wide range of B,,. Also shown are the 
measured B,, = 0 T circle orbit frequencies and the 
geometrically predicted frequencies for the lens and 
hour-glass orbits. The areas of these orbits are 
calculated from the area of the two B,, = 0 T QW 
circle orbits and the relative shift between them, and 
then converted to frequency. The agreement 
between the experimental and calculated frequencies 
is quite good. The effect of the energy gap is 
ignored in these calculations. Although including 
this effect would result in a decrease in the lens orbit 
frequencies and an increase in the hour-glass orbit 
frequencies, the changes would be very small for 
this sample because AsM is relatively small. We 
note that the measured circle orbit frequencies 
increase slightly with increasing B,, due to a slight 

distortion of the single QW FS by B,, which gives the FS an ‘egg-like’ shape at high B,, and 
increases the orbit’s area.5 

In conclusion, we present magnetotransport data for strongly coupled DQWs subject to 
a constant in-plane magnetic field with a changing component of perpendicular field. The 
in-plane field shifts one QW dispersion curve with respect to that of the other QW resulting 
in an anticrossing of the two curves which yields a FS that consists of two components. 
Magnetic breakdown occurs when B, causes electrons to tunnel across the gap in k-space 
from one FS branch to another. The magnetoresistance exhibits beating due to a FS that 
consists of several closed orbits that are the result of B,,-induced distortions of the FS as 
well as B,-induced distortions due to magnetic breakdown. Magnetic breakdown is 
observed by noting which peaks are present in the Fourier power spectrum of the 
magnetoresistance versus l/Bk We observe magnetic breakdown over a range of B,, in 
both DQW samples studied. Further experiments are in progress to better quantify the 
magnetic breakdown field B: for comparison with theory. 
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